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VITAL WORSHIP 

A vibrant Christ-centered community builds relationships, has spiritual depth, and is missional.   
This is lived out in: Clarity of Identity, Leadership Development, Disciple Making, Vital Worship,  

and Reconciliation.  During this half of 2020 we have been considering Vital Worship. 
 

MAPPING THE WAY FORWARD 
 

 
 

VITAL WORSHIP IN CONTEXT 
 

• For most congregations, worship is the thing that feels the most polished, refined, and 
unchanging in the life of the church. 

• Prior to the pandemic, the intention for our time of considering Vital Worship was to lift up and 
question if this is truly so by asking: 

o Does the worship your church provides give glory and praise to God while nurturing the 
neighborhood of your church towards a vital relationship with Christ? 

• Now that we are in a global pandemic which has displaced us from many of our previously fixed 
worship practices we also must ask: 

o Does this pandemic cause us to question some of our previous assumptions about 
worship? 
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IN CONSIDERING THESE QUESTIONS WE TURN TO THE DIRECTORY FOR WORSHIP 
 

 
 

THE VITAL SIGNS OF WORSHIP 
 

W-1.02: Time, Space, and Matter “—at certain times, in particular places, and with material gifts—” 

• TIME:  11AM on the Lord’s Day 

o No longer a given in a world where we create digital content. 

• SPACE: In our sacred spaces – our Sanctuary, Temple, or Auditorium 

o Yes, and also in front of the screen or in my hand-held device. 

• MATTER: Water poured in the font, Cubes of bread in the tray, burning  candles, the organ, the 
hymnal, “my pew”… 

o My pew may now be my phone, music “feels” off, BYOB (bread). 

• Worship is no longer bound by time nor space, and the matter (the materials) we use for 
worship are shifted now.  So, there is that additional question we must now ask: 

o What does it mean that worship is not fixed to a particular time nor place, and may not 
necessitate shared matter? 

o Does the worship your church provides give glory and praise to God while nurturing the 
neighborhood of your church towards a vital relationship with Christ?  (The primary 
question.) 

o What does it mean that worship is not fixed to a particular time nor place, and may not 
necessitate shared matter? 

 
COMMENTS: 

• David - Music soothes the savage beast in us Presbyterians can be a creative bunch when it 
comes to worship.  Who knew?! 

• The power of the living Word of God working through different means and media platforms. 

• Shirley - Just a reminder to everyone: Do not forget to reach the ones that aren't online. There 

are ways to reach... Phone calls... written cards... regular mail... 

• Yohana - We reach all people that cannot connect but definitely they missed that people touch, 

it's a very important for people that are not that young as us:-) 

• Vilmarie - New people connecting and people that are far away also connecting and all being 
community even for afar. Worshipping online has given the opportunity to participate and listen 
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more than once, participate with others, the larger community, other faith communities, 
witnessing the connection.  We have been blessed by church incarnate in other places.  
Gratitude for creativity and the certainty that the Holy Spirit is with us moving the church 
forward. Lastly recognizing that worship is not about us, it is about God, about Jesus, our Lord 
and savior. 

• Shirley - Church not empty - just deployed; How is your church making a difference around a 1 
mile perimeter; drive by events outside that invite neighbor participation; church give away 
turkeys outside for community; mission is to DO MINISTRY in the community; calls, interacting; 
snail mail; bloom where you're planted 

• Vilmarie - Miami Shores is installing outside a nativity scene with life-size photos of the 
congregation members participating in this creative version of the Christmas pageant. (We're 
definitely passing by!) 

• Yohana - I think in my church when you have a group of people that are not familiar with the 
technology and it's hard for them becomes difficult for them because they feel they need the 
physical interaction they missed the people touch. It's something to consider, not all can 
connect with the digital times and we are all need to be conscious about that 

• Nicholas - We are in a “bridge moment” as we move forward. Huge numbers of people have 
learned to operate in the digital space and yet there are still those without the capability and we 
need to minister to all. 

• Jose Manuel - Just a reminder to everyone: Do not forget to reach the ones that aren't online. 

There are ways to reach... Phone calls... written cards... regular mail... 

• Yohana - We reach all people that cannot connect but definitely they missed that people touch, 
it's a very important for people that are not that young as us:-) 

• Vilmarie - New people connecting and people that are far away also connecting and all being 
community even for afar. Worshipping online has given the opportunity to participate and listen 
more than once, participate with others, the larger community, other faith communities, 
witnessing the connection.  We have been blessed by church incarnate in other places.  
Gratitude for creativity and the certainty that the Holy Spirit is with us moving the church 
forward. Lastly recognizing that worship is not about us, it is about God, about Jesus, our Lord 
and savior. 

• Shirley - Church not empty - just deployed; How is your church making a difference around a 1 
mile perimeter; drive by events outside that invite neighbor participation; church give away 
turkeys outside for community; mission is to DO MINISTRY in the community; calls, interacting; 
snail mail; bloom where you're planted 

• David G. - “…worship is to impact the worshipper to make a difference in the community…”  
Well said, Jose Manuel. 

• Jose - As expressed in our group, it is not a matter of either/or. We believe that we could find a 
way to do both, virtual and personal. When our church started, Jesus sent his apostles to all 
parts of the known world, and they did settle as instructed, making their neighborhood their 
church community. 

• Vilmarie - Check out E. Stanley Ott's website "Pods with a Purpose" https://www.pod-
church.com/pod-thinking.  From their website: "...One effective way is to gather people in pods 
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with a purpose, life-sustaining vessels supporting the people of God as they are sent to serve. A 
pod is a group of three to fourteen people that meet weekly for Word-Share-Prayer and to send 
one another to serve." 

• David G - As we think about our community, we are realizing that they don’t match the 
community around us.  Are we reaching out to those around us? 

 

• Jose Manuel – We need to rethink how we think about and define the neighborhood. The 
Neighborhood has grown and expanded, even to online.  We are not bound by geography, but it 
is about who we are in relationship with. This brings us to evangelism. Time to make worship 
missional again.  

• Kennedy – In the reformed tradition worship is a way of life.  First Ft. Lauderdale’s practice of 
candle lighting is a great way to express the connection.  

• Barbara O. - Our buildings are a communication even when they aren’t being used.  Art 
installations to tell the neighborhood about what is going on in the life of the congregations. 

• Scott McDonald – Yard signs for members to put in their yard with church name and ways to 
connect. 

• Vilmarie - Walk your neighborhood and build relationships. Also, we may find texting messages 
to people may be a way to connect. It’s a complicated time to be neighborly. Communicating 
that we are the place for mercy 

• Sandra – It is time to update and modernize your website.  Look at your favorite website and see 
if it matches up. Make sure everything has your website on it, including the outside signage.  

 

VITAL WORSHIP 
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COMMENTS 

• Kennedy – Our large open spaces like “the patch” may allow us to do worship outdoors. 

• Jose Manuel – If we are doing things in person, keep it outside, keep it outside, keep it outside 
and short.  The longer we meet, even outside, the more opportunity for someone to get 
infected. 

• Jose R. – We need to make sure we observe all the precautions even when outside. 

• The church is a trusted source and if we say it is safe, we will get people coming that shouldn’t.  
People will believe our assurances of safety over their own concern. 


